


PREMIUM  CYL INDERS

The new Powerlock Pro® is the latest

development in the world of premium

cylinders. The cylinder is designed and

crafted to fit in all Powerlock® maximum

security products. The locking system

offers a wide product range with cylinders

that can all be operated with a single key. 

 

The design and craftsmanship that goes

into the creation of these cylinders ensures

its functioning in even the most severe

environmental conditions

We develop and design

true craftsmanship

locks for mobile

applications.

OUR  PRODUCTS

Our padlocks are designed for securing

objects with a high value and a high risk of

theft. The Powerlock® PL-700 is one of the

worlds most toughest locks in the market.

A stainless steel case with a hardened

boron shackle makes our PL-700 one of the

most durable padlocks on the market. 

PADLOCKS

Our heavy cast steel container/trailer locks

are an excellent solution to secure truck-

trailers or shipping containers. The

Powerlock® CTL-100 is the standard in

container and trailer security. The CTL-100

is used across more than 80 countries. 

CONTA INER /TRA ILER

LOCKS

Powerlock® is the market leader in

securing outboard engines, and well

known in the Dutch marine market. The

Powerlock® BBM-I provides maximum

security for all outboard engine up to 10

horsepower.

OUTBOARD  ENGINE  LOCKS

AND MUCH MORE



POWERLOCK®  

KEY  SYSTEMS

Each Powerlock® maximum security lock is

included with the characteristic designer

key. The origen of the key, can be traced

back to the late 90's. Around this time,

Powerlock® made its name with the

infamous wheel clamp type Amsterdam®. 

DES IGNER  KEY

Every Powerlock® key is manufactured

from the highest quality stainless steel. The

unique key profile ensures a smooth

operation and minimized wear. 

PROF I LE

Every Powerlock® key comes with a

personal code-card. This Powerlock code-

card is used to identify the authenticity of

the holder and the lock. The code card

gives its holder autorisation to order

duplicate keys from the Powerlock®

certified key system.

PERSONAL  CODE -CARDS

STA INLESS  STEEL

DES IGNER  KEYS

Each Powerlock® key is crafted out of

stainless steel in order to achieve a level of

high durability, and being resistant to

corosion. 



CORPORATE  SOCIAL

RESPONS IB I L I TY

At powerlock® we are committed to

ensuring that all our employment policies

and practices for staff are fair, products are

made from sustainable materials and

building durable relations with customers

and suppliers is a priority.  

 

The aim of equality in the workplace is to

achieve broadly equal outcomes for men

and women. Achieving this equality is

important for workplaces and building

durable relations

JOB  OPPORTUNIT IES

All our Powerlock® products are made

from sustainable materials. Whether they

are made from a durable stainless steel for

the manufacturing of our designer keys, or

a recycled plastic composition for the

personal Powerlock® keycode cards. 

 

At Powerlock®, we have a manufacturing

goal of using a minimum of 95 percent

sustainable materials in the process of raw

material to finished product. 

SUSTA INABLE  MATER IALS

As a part achieving our durable goals, a

part of Powerlocks® products is assembled

in local sheltered workshops. 

SHELTERED  WORKSHOPS



At Powerlock® our vision is to provide our

costumers with premium and maximum

security locks. Our locks provide a barrier

for thiefs every day anywhere in the world. 

MISS ION  STATEMENT

The Powerlock® solutions are especially

designed and produced to safeguard your

high valued property and shipments. 

V IS ION  STATEMENT

Marco van Rooijen

CEO  &  FOUNDER

POWERLOCK®

Powerlock develops and designs a unique

range of anti-theft products for mobile

applications. Our products are available

for various applications such as: Boats,

outboard motors, caravans, trailers, cars,

trucks, motorcycles, mobile homes and

many more.

CEO & Founder
POWERLOCK GROUP


